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 .0 Juki: The PM 1 software, originally available only on Juki machines, gives you your hard drives’ temperature and fan speeds to make sure your PC doesn’t overheat. Pros: Easy to use, and includes options that make it look nice and pretty. Cons: Not as good as the two apps above. 13. Look Around Look Around: This program simply runs a Google search and presents you with the results along the
left side of the screen. It is very simple, and lets you know which websites are currently loading (or have been loading) with screenshots of the page. Pros: User-friendly. Cons: Kind of misses the point of having a computer in the first place. 14. Omnibox Omnibox: This search bar is actually a bit more than just a textbox, as it includes a screen that gives you keyboard shortcuts for different searches.
For example, you can “Ctrl + B” to make the search for “browser”, and “Ctrl + H” to look for “home”. Pros: It is not just a text box, and has a variety of keyboard shortcuts for different searches. Cons: Is not entirely a search box, and not a lot of options. 15. CPU Monitor CPU Monitor: This program shows your CPU, memory, and HDD usage at a glance. Pros: Does a good job of showing how the

memory and hard drive are using. Cons: Needs a graphic overhaul to make it attractive, but gives a good idea of what is going on. 16. Windows Boot Screen Windows Boot Screen: This screen shows you information about Windows, like the language and operating system. Pros: Does a great job of showing you information about Windows. Cons: It is not entirely clear what is going on. 17. PC Profiler
PC Profiler: This program shows all your hardware information like CPU, RAM, hard drive, video card, and more. Pros: Has a nice interface that shows your different hardware. Cons: It is in German, and a bit technical. 18. Battery Status Bar Battery Status Bar: This program only shows you a battery charge in percentage. Pros: It is very easy to use, and gives you an idea of what 520fdb1ae7
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